


INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY GUIDE  
 

  Dear student, after joining the Vision Sciences Programme you are now a 

member of a worldwide team engaged in a battle against blindness. The course is 

basically a skill-oriented course. The most important part of your training is the 

on- the —job training at various clinical stations. You would have to develop a 

sound rapport with your tutor to gain the necessary knowledge and skills, and to 

develop the expected attitude. This study guide is going to be your very best 

friend during the entire first semester. It has been designed in such a manner that 

it should be able to provide you the necessary guidance while remaining simple, 

easily understandable and task-oriented. Each course and each unit has its own 

introduction and the objectives of the course and each unit have been specified in 

the beginning to orientate the student at the outset. At the end of each unit you 

would be required to evaluate your self through the Self-Evaluation Exercises. 

Each unit has detailed outline of the course contents and summary of the main 

topics has also been included. The exercises would help you a lot in the proper 

concept building of the content of the entire course. As you know the Programme 

has recently been revised so some of the topics are new. For convenience of the 

students comprehensive sections on certain topics, Which are difficult but 

important, have been included in the study guide. Therefore your study guide 

would serve as a reference material as well. The references provided at the end of 

each unit are under two headings ; prescribed reading and suggested reading. 

Prescribed reading is mostly from the reading material provided to you by the 

university while suggested reading includes other important learning resources. 

 



INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE 

 

Dear students, after getting admission in the Vision Sciences Programme, 

you would be soon learning about the most wonderful creation of Allah i.e. the 

eye and the sense of vision. We communicate with the external environment 

through our five senses. The sense of vision contributes 80% in our 

communication with the external world. The organs responsible for carrying out 

this task are the eye and the brain. This course focuses on the basic structure of 

the eye and its related structures and describes the relevant function of each. It 

also includes an induction course, which enables the students to introduce 

themselves to the terms and concepts frequently used in the course. 

 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE 

 

  This course is aimed at providing a sound foundation to the students upon 

which composite learning of more difficult and complex concepts can be done. 

After studying the course material the students should be able to: 

 1. Have an understanding of the frequently used terms and concepts 

that would be used in the course. 

 2 Have an orientation to the commonly used terms and basic 

concepts related to “blindness”. 

 3 Have an understanding of the normal structure and functioning of 

the eye and its  related structures. 

 4 Get accustomed to the profession they have chosen to join: the 

profession of Health. 
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INTRODUCTION & LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 

After studying this unit you should be able to;  

 

1. Have an understanding of the term “basic medical sciences” and its 

relevance with the course.  

2. Describe the basic concepts in human anatomy, physiology and 

pathology as outlined in the indicative content.  

3. Have an understanding of the basic embryological development of 

the eye.  

4. Define “blindness” and have an understanding of “avoidable” and 

“unavoidable” causes of blindness. 

5. Describe the global and regional patterns of the causes of blindness 

and the factors responsible for it.  

6. Describe the basic needs for eye care in a developing country.  

 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS  

 

1.1 Introduction to basic medical sciences 

This section has recently been added to the course, therefore for 

your convenience a detailed outline has been included in the study guide. 

Basic medical sciences are the foundation of all medical sciences. Subjects 

included under basic medical sciences are, anatomy, physiology, 

pathelogy, pharmacology etc. All other medical sciences are derived from 

them.  

 

1.2 Anatomy 

The study of structure of the body and the relationship of its parts 

is called anatomy. It is a vast field of basic medical sciences and has been 

further subdivided into many fields e.g. Gross anatomy, Histology, 

Embryology, Cytology etc.  

 

1.2.1 Commonly Used Term In Anatomy  

Terms used for the description of the position of an organ or a 

structure: 

For the purpose of describing the position of a structure of an organ 

it is described in relation to certain imaginary planes. In this context some 

important planes and terms commonly used in anatomy are as follow;  

 

Median plane/ Sagittal plane 

It is a vertical plane, which is imagined to be passing through the body 

vertically and it divides the body into two equal halves; the right & left halves.  
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Structures lying close to the median plane are referred to as medical and 

those away from it are described as being lateral in position.  

 

Anterior & Posterior 

 These terms are used to indicate the front & back position of the body or a 

structure. Anterior is used to describe the structures located at the front and 

posterior is used for structures placed at the back or behind a particular point of 

reference. 

 

Proximal and Distal 

These terms are used to describe the structures in reference to the distance 

at which they are located from a particular reference point e.g. in reference to the 

shoulder, arm is proximal while the hand is distal. 

 

Superficial & Deep 

 These two terms are used to describe the relationship an organ or a 

structure hears with the surface of the body or an organ i.e. the distance at which 

they are located from the surface e.g. skin is a superficial structure while bones 

are deep. 

 

Superior & Inferior 
 These terms indicate the level at which a particular structure or organ is 
located relatively high or low with reference to the upper and lower ends of the 
body or organ e.g. head is superior to the shoulders. 
 

Internal and External 

 These terms are used to describe the relative distance of the structure of 

interest from the center of a hollow organ or body cavity. 

 

Ipsilateral/ Contra lateral 
 Ipsilateral is used for structures located on the same side of the body while 
contra lateral describes the relationship of structures located on the opposite side 
of the body e.g. right hand and right foot are ipsilateral structures while right hand 
and left foot are contra lateral structures. 
 
1.2.2   Basic Structural Elements of Tissues 

Basically the body can be divided into two principle tissues i.e. 

 

 Epithelium 

 Epithelia 

 Connective tissues 

It is a tissue composed of adjacent cells with minimum intercellular 

substance. It forms the superficial part of the skin called the epidermis and lines 
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the inner surfaces of a11 hollow organs and body cavities, it lines the passages of 

the respiratory, gastrointestinal (GIT) and the genitourinary systems of the body. 

It is divided into many types according to the shape of its constituent cells; 

as columnar, cubical and squamons epithelium. 

It is also classified as simple epithelium if it consists of a single layer of 

cells and as stratified when several layers of cells are placed one upon the other. 

 

In accordance with its functions, it can be: 
- Protective epithelium 

- Secretory or glandular epithelium 

- Sensory epithelium 
 

 Connective Tissue 

All those tissues of the body that support the specialized elements or 
structures are referred to as the connective tissue. Some of these tissues are highly 

specialized like the muscles, bones and the blood and lymphatic tissues while 
other forms of connective tissue are functionally less specialized like the fatty 
tissue, elastic and fibrous connective tissue and the loose connective tissue 

(areolar) seen in the structure of many organs. 
 

Skin 

Skin is now considered as organ itself, infact taken together it’s the largest 

organ of the body. 

It is a specialized tissue, which by providing a protective covering to the 

entire body is one of the most important protective mechanism of the body.It 
bears hair, sebaceous (oily) glands, nails and specialized sensory nerve endings. It 
consists of two main parts; a superficial part composed of epithelium and a deeper 

part consisting of connective tissue and glands along with the nerves and blood 
vessels. 

 

Muscles 

Muscles are basically a type of connective tissue consisting of contractile 

elements (cells & fibers). 

 They are responsible for movements of the body or a structure. They are 

classified as: 

Voluntary & involuntary; on the basis of volitional control of movements. 

 - Skeletal, cardiac & visceral on the basis of their location in the 
body. 

- Smooth or striated on the basis of their histological structure. 

 

Bone 

It is the weight bearing and the most supportive tissue of the body. It is a 

living structure consisting of special cells and supportive elements. It is firm and 
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hard because of the calcification of its structure. 
It not only supports the entire structure of the human body at places, it 

protects the delicate and functionally vital organs and structures of the body like 
the brain, eye, heart and lungs. 
 
Cartilage 
 It is an elastic tough and flexible tissue of the body, in which cells are 
embedded in a gel like substance. It has got many types but some common 
examples are the cartilage of the ear, joints and vertebral column. 
 
1.3 Embryological development of the eye 

Embryology is a branch of basic medical sciences, which deals with the 
study of the development of an embryo. It is considered to be a difficult subject. 
We have included the subject in the beginning of the course to let the student start 
with the basic concept of development of the eye; we would not be studying about 
the details of the subject. The embryological development of the eye affects its 
structure and functioning and any abnormality at this developmental stage can 
lead to gross abnormalities of the eye. 

The development of the eyes starts as small-paired projections on either 
side of the developing brain. Therefore eye; the sensory organ responsible for the 
sense of vision is basically a part of the brain. Because of this developmental 
relationship, eye and the brain have many common characteristics. Development 
of the eye starts in the third week of development of intrauterine life. As we have 
not yet studied the structure of the eye it would be extremely difficult to 
understand development of the various parts of the eye. In this unit we would 
therefore limit ourselves to the basics only, wherever relevant, necessary details 
of the development of ocular structures would be given in coming sections. We 
start our journey of life as a single cell. This cell divides to form a cluster of cells, 
which later on differentiates into three basic layers. All human organs are derived 
from these three basic layers called ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm. The eye 
and the optic nerve are derived from the layer called neuroectoderm. Its related 
structures are derived from all the three layers. 

Development of the eye starts at a very early stage, the early stages of 
development are very crucial. Certain infections of the mother, drugs, narcotics, 
alcohol and exposure to radiations during pregnancy especially in the first three 
months can affect the development of the entire body especially the eye. 

 

1.4 Physiology 

It is the study of function of parts of living organism and the functional 
relationship that they bear with each other. 
 

1.4.1 The internal environment 
 All cells of the body live in a sea of fluid, fluid that weaves its way through 

minute spaces between the cells, moves in and out of the blood vessels and is 
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carried in the blood from one part of the body to another. This mass of fluid that 

constantly bathes the outside of the cells is called extra cellular fluid. 

The fluid of the body is divided into; fluid out side the cells called extra cellular 

fluid; and the fluid inside the cells called intra cellular fluid. Both of these fluids contain 

necessary nutrients for cell metabolism, including substances such as glucose, amino 

acids, fatty acids and oxygen. 

 

1.4.2  An introduction to vital systems of the body  

 Respiratory system 

Definition: The process of exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide 

between atmosphere and body cells is called respiration. 
 

Functions of respiration 

1. Exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between air, in the lungs 

and the blood. 

2. Excretion of volatile substances e.g. water vapours. 

3. Maintenance of temperature balance by losing heat in expired air. 
 

Circulatory System 
Definition: it is the transport system that causes the circulation of blood 

throughout body in a continuous circuit. 
It is composed of heart and the blood vessels. 

Blood act as a transporting system for conducting various substances from one 
place to another. It carries nutrients to the tissues and the various waste products 
of metabolism away from the tissues. 
 

  Functions of circulatory system 

1. Supplies oxygen and nutrient substances absorbed from GIT to 

tissues 

2. Returns carbon dioxide to lungs and other metabolic products to 

kidneys 

3. Regulates body temperature 

4. Distributes hormones and other substances that regulate cell 

function 

5. Maintains proper ionic function. 
Arteries these are blood vessels that carry blood away from the heart  
Arterioles these are smaller branches from arteries 
Capillaries  these are smallest blood vessels that connect arterioles and venules.  
Venules  these are blood vessels that connect capillaries with veins. 
Veins  these are blood vessels that carry blood towards heart. 
 
Lymphatic System 

In addition to the blood vessels, the body is supplied with an entirely 
separate set of very small and thin walled vessels called lymphatics. 
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It is a special system for the flow of  fluid through tissue spaces into the 
circulation.  

 
The lymphatics are high by permeable. The fluid that flow through the 

lymphatic system is known as lymph. 
 
At several points along the lymphatic particularly where several smaller 

lymphatic large particles that appear for any reason in the tissue spaces, such as 
old debris of dead tissues, protein molecules and dead bacteria can not pass from 
the tissues through the small pores of blood capillaries so lymphatic system take 
care of these material. 
 
The nervous system 

It is composed of brain, spinal cord and the peripheral nerves that extend 
through out the body.  
Function  

Function of the nervous system is to control many of the bodily activities, 
especially those of the muscles, but to exert this control the brain must be 
appraised continually of the body surrounding. 

To perform these varied activities the nervous system is composed of two 
separate portions, 
 
The sensory part  which reports and analyses the nature of the conditions around 
and inside the body e.g. the senses of vision, hearing, smell, taste and feeling.  
 
The motor part, which controls the muscles and glandular secretions. 
 
Hormones 

These are chemical substance secreted into the blood by one cell or group of cell 

and that exert a physiological control effects on other cells of the body. 

 

Functions 
Hormones mainly controls different metabolic functions of body and growth. 

 

Metabolic Systems 
The term metabolic means simply the chemical reactions that occur in a 

living body. These reactions occur inside the individual cells that make up the 
tissues and their functions are to provide energy to perform the bodily activities 
and to build new structures. It is because of metabolism that the individual cells 
grow in size and number. Thus metabolism is the basis of all living activities of 
the body. 

Metabolic Rate of the body is the rate at which the metabolism is being 
done; It is judged by the amount of energy being consumed per unit time. 
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1.4.3 Blood 
  It is the fluid that circulates in the vessels of the body. It basically consists 
of two parts; the plasma or the fluid part of the blood and the blood cells. 

Types of blood cells: There are mainly two types of blood cells, the white 
blood cells and the red blood cells. The red blood cells are responsible for the red 
appearance of the blood and carry oxygen to all tissues of the body while the 
white blood cells are the fighting force of the body responsible for immunity 
against infection and inflammation. Other important constituents of blood called 
the platelets are concerned with the clotting of blood. 
 
Functions of Blood 

 1. Respiratory functions 
 Blood Transport oxygen from lung to tissues and carbon dioxide 

from tissues to lungs. 
 2. Excretory functions 

It transports excretory metabolite end products from tissues to 
organs of tissues i:e kidney, lungs, skin etc. 
 

 3.  Carrier functions 
It carries hormones, enzymes, antibodies, vitamins etc 

 4.  Defensive functions 
It helps to destroy bacteria etc 

 5. Hemostatic functions 
It contains clotting factors so it prevent hemorrhage by coagulation 

 

1.4.4 Immunity 
 It is the capability of the body to defend itself against the disease 
producing! damaging harmful agents or germs (microorganisms). 
 

Classification 
Innate immunity: It is natural general resistance of body against invading 
microorganism. 
Acquired or active immunity: It is specific resistance of the body against 
invading microorganism. These are two types 
Humoral immunity: It is due to specific antibodies against specific bacteria and 

toxins. 
Cell mediated immunity: It is due to activated lymphocytes or sensitized T cells 
against specific bacteria and toxins. 
Passive immunity: It is temporary immunity achieved by transfusion of 
antibodies into person. 
 
Antigen 

Agents that can provoke immunity are called antigens. Large complex 
molecular substances can also excite immunity. 
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Autoimmunity 

Immunity against the body itself. 
 

Allergy 

Definition: Hypersensitive state of acquired immunity to particular antigen is 

called allergy. 

It results from an abnormality of the immune system. Some people have 

hereditary type of allergy. Such person form large quantities. 
 

Allergen 

An antigen that produces allergy is called allergen. 
 

1.5   Pathology 
Hypertrophy 
 It is an increase in the size of an organ or tissues due to increase in the size 
of the cells e.g increase in muscle mass associated with exercise. 
 

Atrophy 
It is a decrease in the size of an organ or tissue resulting from a decrease in 

mass of preexisting cells e.g. from disuse, ageing or from denervation. 
Metaplasia 
 Is the replacement of one differentiated tissue by another. 
Ischemia  

It is the state of decreased blood supply to a tissue which is less than the 

requirement of that particular tissue. 
Necrosis 

It is the sum of the intracellular degradative reactions occurring after the 

death of individual cells within a living organism. 

Inflammation 
 It is the vascular response to injury. 
 Process 

1. Exudation of fluid from vessels. 
2. Attraction of white blood cells to injury, these white blood cells 

engulf and destroy bacteria, tissue debris, and other harmful 

material. 

3.  Activation of chemical mediators 
4. Degradation of extra cellular debris. 
5. Healing and restoration of injured tissue to its normal structures 

and functions. 
 
Cardinal signs of inflammation 

1. Rubor (redness due to dilatation of vessels) 
2. Dolor (pain due to increased pressure exerted by the accumulation 

of interstitial fluid and to mediators) 
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3. Calor (heat due to increased blood flow) 
4. Tumor (swelling due to extra vascular accumulation of fluid) 
5. Functio laesa (loss of function) 

 

Causes 

1. Infection 
2. Trauma 
3. Physical injury 
4. Chemical injury 
5. Immunologic injury 
6. Tissue death 

 

Types of inflammation 

1. Acute inflammation 
2. Chronic inflammation  

 

Type of inflammatory cells 
1. Neutrophils (white blood cells) 
2. Monocytes Macrophages 
3. Lymphocytes (white blood cells) 
4. Eosinophils (white blood cells) 

 

Hemorrhage 

It is the escape of blood from the vasculature into the surrounding tissues, 
a hollow organ or body cavity, or to the outside of the body e.g. by trauma. 

 

Infarction 
It is necrosis resulting from ischemia caused by obstruction of the blood 

supply. The necrotic tissue is referred to as an infarct. 
 
Thrombosis 

It is intravascular coagulation of blood, often causing significant 
interruption of blood flow e.g. stagnation of blood in the vein from prolonged 
immobilization. 
 

Embolism 
It is the passage and trapping within the vessels of a small piece of 

material like the pieces of a blood clot or sometimes air like after surgery or major 
accidents involving fractures of bones.. 
 

Edema 
It is an abnormal accumulation of fluid in the body. 
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Shock 
It is circulatory collapse with decreased flow of blood to the organs and 

diminished oxygenation of tissues. 
It’s a serious condition can cause death. The person becomes pale with 

rapid weak pulse and falling blood pressure. 
 

Causes of shock 
 Trauma with bleeding  
 Extensive burns 
 Excessive loss of fluid in diarrhea and vomiting  
 Severe infections 
 Severely depressed cardiac function like in the condition 

commonly known as “heart attack”. 
 

Neoplasia 
It is the uncontrolled, disorderly proliferation of cells, resulting in a benign or 

malignant    tumor or neoplasm. 

Invasion: It is aggressive infiltration of adjacent tissues by a malignant tumor. 

Metastasis: It is the spread of tumor via the blood and the lymphatics like spread of 

cancers to the bone, brain, lungs and the orbit. 

 

Classification 

1. Malignant tumor; these are capable of invasion and metastasis e.g 

retinoblastoma, malignant melanoma, lungs cancer and Breast 

cancer. 

2. Benign tumor; tumors that do not invade the surrounding tissue 

and do not spread to distant organs. They can grow in size. Like 

common warty growths of the skin and lumpy lipomas. 

 

1.6 Blindness and its causes 
 1.6.1 Definition 

Not everybody who is considered to be “blind” by a layperson can be 
declared blind clinically or legally. 

To minimize confusion, WHO has classified visual impairment and 
blindness into various categories. The main parameter for this categorization is 
“visual acuity”. It is basically a test used to know how well a person can see. We 
would be learning about the details of visual acuity in the subsequent section. For 
the convenience of students a summary of these categories as defined by WHO is 
given below. 

Blindness: is defined by WHO as visual acuity of less than 3/60 in the 
better eye with best available correction. 

Visual impairment: is defined as a visual acuity of less than 6/18 — 3/60 
in the better eye with best available correction. 

A visual acuity of 6/6 — 6/18: is considered to be normal for all practical 
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purposes. In all the above-defined terms, three key phrases have been used, which 
need clarification i.e. 
 
Better eye  
 If a person has a VA of less than 3/60 in right eye while the left eye is 
normal with a VA of 6/6 then by definition this person is not blind since his better 
eye i.e. the left eye has 6/6 VA, which is normal. 
 
Correction 
 The term correction refers to optical correction of disorder of the eye like 
correction with spectacles . 
 
Best available 
 Best available correction depends upon many factors like, socioeconomic 
conditions of the person, availability of health care services in the community and 
accessibility of such services etc. For the definition of blindness or for declaring 
the person as “blind” we need to consider only the best available correction to that 
person and not the best available in the world, for example if a person has a VA of 
less than 3/60 in the better eye and his vision improves to 6/18 with glasses, if 
these glasses arc available to him he is not blind, but if they can not be made 
available then the person is considered to be blind. 
 Another term, which is very frequently used, is “Low vision” it is the 

same as visual impairment. 
 

1.6.2 Causes of blindness 

The causes of blindness are divided into two broad categories avoidable or 

preventable causes and unavoidable or unpreventable causes. Almost 50 miliion people in 

the world are blind, and 90% of these are living in the developing world. More than 2/3
rd

 

of these cases of global blindness are preventable and include preventable or treatable 

diseases like, cataract, trachoma, nutritional (Vitamin. A) deficiency, trauma and 

glaucoma, while the rest of the causes include diseases like cataract abnormalities in 

children, degenerative diseases of the eye and diabetic retinopathy where prevention is 

not very likely. 

 
1.7 The basic needs for eye care in a developing country 

- Emphasis on prevention 
- Training the right people for the right work 
- Mobility of the services 
- Cost effectiveness 
- Cooperation and team work 
- Creating community awareness and health education  

 
1.8 Blindness and its aftermaths 

- The human factor. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

Questions for Review  

Q1. Explain the term “basic medical sciences” give examples of at least 3 such 
sciences  relevant to your course. 

 
Q2. Define the following terms and explain each with examples: 

a. Anterior and posterior 

b. Medial and lateral 

c. Internal and external 

d. Superior and inferior 

e. Proximal and distal 

 

Q3. What are the basic elements of blood, enumerate the functions of blood. 
 

Q4.  Describe the following terms: 
Anatomy Immunity infection 

Physiology   Allergy 
Pathology  Inflammation 

     

Q5. Define blindness and give the global cause of blindness, explain the 

factors  responsible for the specific pattern of the cause of blindness in 

the developing and the developed world. 

 
Q6. Explain the basic needs for eye care in a developing country. 

 

Q7. Describe the socioeconomic implications of blindness on the individual 
and the community. 
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Self Evaluation Questions 

 

Q1. Mark as true or false 
 
1. Regarding visual acuity 

i) If a person has a VA of 3/60 in the right eye and 6/6 in the left eye, 

he is blind 
ii) If a person has a VA of 6/24 in right eye and 6/36 in the left eye, 

after all possible correction, he is visually impaired 
iii) It is the main parameter used for defining blindness. 
iv) Should be checked at a distance of 6 mm. 
v) Should be always checked with both eyes open  

2 Anterior position is 
a. On the same side of the body 
b. On the opposite side of the body  
c. Front position of the body 
d. Back position of the body 
e. Same as interior position 

 
3 Following are among the avoidable or preventable causes of blindness. 

  a. Glaucoma 
  b. Vitamin A deficiency 
  c. Congenital causes of blindness 
  d. Cataract 

    e. Diabetic retinopathy 
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Q2. Select the appropriate terms from the given box for the positions indicated 

by arrows. 

 

 
 

1. Anterior 

2. Posterior 

3. Medial 

4. Superior 

5. Lateral 

6. Inferior. 

7. Distal 

8. Proximal 
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INTRODUCTION 
  The orbital cavities are a pair of pear shaped bony cavities that serve as a 
socket for the eyeball and its related structures. Its main function is to provide a 
protective casing for the delicate eye and its related structures. Besides this by 
virtue of its openings and proximity of its walls with the surrounding structure it 
has important connection with the brain and other neighboring structures like the 
paranasal sinus and nasal cavity. 
  Ocular adnexa are a collective term used for describing structures related 
to the eyeball like the eyelids and the lacrimal apparatus. Although they do not 
play a direct role in the process of vision but their supportive role is very 
important in the maintenance of normal structure and functioning of the eye. 
  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

         After studying this unit you should be able to: 
 1. Describe and understand the salient features or orbital cavity like 

its margins and walls. 
 2. Describe the important relation of the orbit and have an 

understanding of the clinical significance of each.  
 3. Enumerate the important openings and contents of the orbit. 

4. Describe the terms “Para nasal sinuses” and enumerate the 
Paranasal sinuses closely related to the orbit. 

5. Describe the structures included in “ocular adnexa”. 

6. Describe and understand the basic structure and function of the 

eyelids and lacrimal apparatus.  
7. Describe the basic composition of tears and its significance. 

 8. Explain the production, distribution and drainage of tears through 
the lacrimal system. 

 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

 

2.1  The Orbit 
  The orbital cavities are a pair of pear shaped bony cavities that serve as a 
socket for the eyeball and its related structures. Each orbit on either side of the 
nose is part of the skull. Several skulls bones take part in the formation of each 
orbit. The orbit is pyramidal in shape. The pyramid is somewhat larger in front 
and narrow at the back. 
  The approximate height, width and depth of a human orbit is 35 — 40 mm. 
It has got a volume of 29 ml. 
 

2.1.1 Salient features  

  Each orbital cavity is composed of 7 bones; 
 

 Maxilla 
 Zygomatic 
 Sphenoid 
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 Frontal 
 Ethmoid 
 Lacrimal 
 Palatine 

  Each orbit opens onto the face. At this broad opening it presents 4 
margins. At the orbital margin the orbit is wider than its height. The margins of 
the orbit are as follows. 

 
Superior orbital margin: It is the upper border. 

 It is contributed by the frontal bone. 
 It is the heaviest margins.  

 

Inferior orbital margin: It is the lower border. 
 It presents as a shaper edge. 

 

Lateral border: This is the outer border. 
 It is a strong thick bony edge.  

 

Medial border: This is the inner border. 
 It is indistinct in its upper part and becomes sharper in its lower part. 

 
1.2     Orbital Walls  
Each orbit has got a roof, floor and two sidewalls. 
 

Roof: Two bones take part in the formation of the roof i.e. 
 It consists of a very thin plate of bone, which separates the orbit from 

the overlying brain. 
 In its outer part (anterolateral) there is a shallow depression for the 

lacrimal gland placed in the front or anterior part of the orbit. 

 
Floor:  Three bones make up the floor i.e. 

 Inner part of the floor at the back is relatively weak and thin. 

 It separates the orbit from the maxillary sinus. 

 

Medial Wall 
 This is the inner wall of the orbit. 
 It is formed of 4 bones. It is the thinnest wall. 
 Ethmoid is the bone that mainly forms it. Part of the ethmoid that 

forms the medial wall is called lamina papyrecea and is a paper thin 
plate of bone. 

 It separates the orbit from the nasal cavity, the ethmoidal and the 
sphenoidal  sinuses. 
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Lateral Wall 
 This is the outer wall of the orbit. 
 It is formed of 2 bones 
 It is relatively a stronger wall. It protects the eyeball. Since the 

eyeball occupies the anterior part of orbit, only the posterior part of it 
gets protection from the lateral wall. The anterior part of the eyeball 
therefore remains vulnerable to trauma from the outer side. 

 It separates the orbit from the temporal fossa and the brain. 
 

2.2  Important relations of the orbit 
Brain: Orbit is closely related to the brain in relation to its roof and lateral wall. 
 
Para nasal sinuses 

- Orbit is intimately connected to the paranasal sinuses. 
- Maxillary sinus via the floor. 
- Ethmoidal and sphenoidal sinus via the medial wall. 
- Frontal sinus at the roof. 
- Any infection can easily spread to the orbit from the sinuses. 

 

Nasal cavity: Nasal cavity is related to the orbit at its medial or inner wall. 
 

2.3 Important openings and contents of the orbit 
Optic Foramen: This is an important opening at the back of the orbit. It is 
present at the apex of the orbit. It opens into the optic canal, which contains the 
optic nerve. So the optic nerve enters the orbit through the optic foramen. 
 

Superior orbital fissure: Is a cleft at the back of the orbit. It is present between 
the wall and the Lateral wall and the roof of the orbit. Through this fissure a 
number of structures pass namely. 
 

- The 3
rd

 cranial nerve – oculomotor . 
- The 4

th
 cranial nerve –Trochlear. 

- Branches of 5
th

 cranial  nerve. 
- Lacrimal nerve. 
- Frontal nerve. 
- Nasociliary nerve 
- 5

th
 cranial nerve-Abducent.  

- Superior ophthalmic vein. 
- Edges of this fissure gives attachment to an important ligament 

that gives rise to the muscles of the eyeball. 

 

 Inferior orbital fissure 

  This is an other cleft, which separates the lateral wall and the floor. 
Important structures passing through it are: 
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- Braches of the 5
th

 nerve. 

- Some veins and arteries. 
 

2.4  Contents of the Orbit 

  1. Eyeball 

 2. Muscles -To move the eyeball. 

  3. Nerves -To move the muscles. 

To carry different sensations from the eye and its related structures to 

the brain. 

 4. Blood vessels 

 5. Fat -For padding purposes. 
  For smooth movements  

 6. Most of the Lacrimal Apparatus. 
 
2.5 The paranasal sinus and their clinical significance (PNS) 
 

Paranasal Sinuses 
 They are air filled cavities lined with mucous membrane, located within 
the skull bones. 
 These cavities communicate with the nasal cavity, through different 
openings. 
 Following bones contain these cavities. 
 Frontal bone  -   frontal sinus 
 Maxilla -   maxillary sinu  
 Ethmoid -  ethmoidal sinus 
 Sphenoid -  Sphenoidal sinus 
 
 The mucous from these cavities moves into the back of the nose. 
Their main function is to act as resonators for voice and to reduce the weight of 
skull.  

Any infection in the PNS can cause referred pain to the orbit and can be 
misleading.  

 
 Infection can easily reach the orbit from the PNS. 

 

2.6 Normal structure of the eyelids 
2.7 Function of the eyelid 
2.8 The lacrimal apparatus 
 

 OcuIar appendages involved in tear production, distribution and drainage 
are collectively called the lacrimal apparatus or system. 
It can be divided into two main parts. 

- The secretary part — part concerned with the production of tears. 
- The collecting / drainage part - responsible for the collection of 

distributed tears and their subsequent drainage. 
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2.9 Physiology / Functions of Lacrimal System  
Composition of Tears 

Tears are not as simple secretion as they appear to be. Tears cover the 

exposed surface of cornea and conjunctiva as a thin layer called the 
PRECORNEAL TEAR FILM. It is made up of three layers: 
 

 
a. Lipid Layer 

This is the superficial layer contributed by the tarsal glands and glands at the 

lid margins. It is an oily layer that prevents the quick evaporation of tears. 

 

b.  Aqueous Layer 

 This is the middle layer and is the thickest. It is contributed by the 

main & accessory lacrimal glands. In case of emotions or reflex irritation 

the lacrimal gland proper causes the excessive secretion of tears 

experienced while crying. 98% of the layer consists of water while 

different solids make up 2% of this layer. 

 

c.  Mucin Layer 

This is the inner most layer contributed by GOBLET cell of the 
conjunctiva. It is a sticky layer that makes the other layers stick to it. 

 

OTHER IMPORTANT CONSTITUENTS 
 

Oxygen: Oxygen gets dissolved into the tears from the air. 
 

Immunological Agents: Certain important substances are secreted into the tears 
that guard against infection. 
 

Glucose 
Some glucose is secreted into the tears to serve as nutrition for the central 

part of the cornea. 
  Sodium, potassium, chloride and bicarbonate. 
 

Functions Of Tears 
- Tears keep the corneal surface wet all the time. This helps in 

maintaining a healthy cornea1 surface   and a clear cornea which is 
very important for good vision. 

- Continuous evaporation of tears causes water to be drawn out of 
the cornea and this helps in keeping the cornea in a dehydrated 
state. 

- Oxygen of tears is needed for the central part of cornea which is 
completely without any blood vessels. 

- Glucose of tears serves as nutrition for the ocular surface 
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especially the central cornea.  
- Continuous flushing of tears helps in cleaning the eye. 
- The protective substance of tears help in preventing infection in the 

conjuntival sac and cornea. 
 

Drainage Of Tears  

After being synthesized, tears are poured into the Conjunctival sac. These 
tears are spread evenly across the surface of the eyeball by means of blinking. 
After bathing the anterior surface of eye these tears get collected along the lid 
margins as tear lakes or strips. From these lakes, tears flow into the lacrimal 
puncta and are pumped into the lacrimal sac. Continuous spontaneous blinking 
keeps on pumping the tear from the sac into the tear duct. Tears flow down into 
the back of the nose through the nasolacrimal duct, under the pull of gravity, from 
where they get evaporated. 

 

RECOMMENDED READING LIST 
 

Prescribed Reading 

 1)  John Sandford-Smith. Basic Anatomy and Physiology of eye. Eye 

Diseases in Hot Climates, third edition, 1997,p 17-21. 

  2) Richard S Snell, Michael A Lemp ,“Orbit, Eyelids and Extraocular 
Muscles”. In Clinical Anatomy of the eye: Blackwell Scientific 
Publications,1989 

        3)  Introduction to Anatomy, Physiology And Pharmacology Of The 
Eye. Reference text by Allama Iqbal Open University, Pakistan. 
Unit 2, p 59-88. 

 
Suggested Reading 
 1) Lee Ann Remington. “Bones of the Skull and Orbit”. ln Clinical 

Anatomy of the Visual System.l998, p 123-135. 
 2) Lee Ann Remington. “Ocular Adnexa and Lacrimal System” in 

Clinical Anatomy of the Visual System.1998, p 136-156. 
 3) Richard S Snell, Michael A Lemp. Clinical Anatomy of the eye: 

Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1989; p19-119 
 4) Brian Leather barrow, Jane Fox. Eyelids and Adnexa. Care of 

the Ophthalmic Patient, a guide for nurses and health 
professionals, 2nd edition, 1996, p 201-238. 

 5) Robert Doran and Deirdre Donnelly. Orbit, Optic Nerve And 
Visual Pathways. Care of the Ophthalmic Patient, a guide for 
nurses and health professionals, second edition, 1996, p 365-3 
66. 

 6) Frank W Newell. Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, 7th 

edition, 1999; p 34-3 8, 40-44. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 
Questions for Review 
Q1. Describe the margins and walls of the orbit.  
Q2. Give an account of the important relations of the orbit. 
Q3. Enumerate the important anatomical landmarks at the lid margins. 
Q4. Starting from the skin, enumerate the layered structure of the eyelids, 

describe the structure of the tarsal plate. 
Q5. Enumerate the function of the eyelids. 
Q6. Give an account of the lacrimal apparatus in terms of its production, 

distribution and drainage parts. 
Q7. Enumerate important constituents of tears and give their significance. 

 
Self Evaluation Questions 

 Q1. Mark as true or false.  

 

 1.The orbit  

 
i. Is part of the skull 

ii. Have three walls, a roof and a floor. 

iii. Its medial wall is the weakest wall. 

iv. Its superior margin is a weak structure. 

v. Infraorbital nerve is in the floor of the orbit. 

 

2. The lacrimal system 

 
i. Lacrimal drainge apparatus occupies the medial part of the orbit. 

ii. There is only one punctum in each eye 

iii. The tear film is actually a three-layered structure. 

iv. Lacrimal sac is at the floor of the orbit. 

v. Nasolacrimal duct opens at the posterior part of the nose. 

 

3. Tears are contributed by 

 
i. Lacrimal glands. 

ii. Glands of the lid margin. 

iii. Maibomian glands. 

iv. Conjunctiva glands. 

v. All of the above. 
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Q2. Label the following diagram of the tear film 

 

 
 

 

1. Aqueous layer 

2. Lipid layer 

3. Mucus layer 

4. Corneal epithelium 
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INTRODUCTION 
The eyeball is the main organ concerned with vision. The current unit 

describes the general characteristics of the eyeball like its dimensions, anatomical 
landmarks, the blood and nerve supply. 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
The unit is aimed at providing the students with basic knowledge of the 

topology of the eye ball and its position in the orbit along with its, blood supply 
and nerve supply. After studying this unit you should be able to describe: 

- Position of the eyeball in the orbit. 

- The surface anatomy (topology) of the eyeball. 

- The factors responsible for the stability of the eyeball in the orbit. 

- Coverings of the eyeball. 

- Structure of the conjunctiva. 

- Blood supply and nerves of the eye and the orbit 

 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 
3.1 Important facts concerning the Eyeball and its mansions. (Surface 

Anatomy / Topology)  
 

Position 
  It occupies the anterior half of the orbit. One third of the eyeball is 
exposed. 
 

Important Facts & Dimensions 
Anterior & posterior pole: The center of curvature of the anterior surface of the 
eyeball is called the anterior pole while the center of curvature of the posterior 
surface of the eye ball is called the posterior pole. 
 
Length of the eyeball: The anterioposterior diameter of the eyeball or commonly 
referred to as the length of the eyeball is 22-26mm averaging at 24mm. 
 
Equator of the eyeball: Midway between the anterior & the posterior pole of the 
eyeball is the imaginary plane of the equator of the eyeball. 
 
Refractive media of the Eyeball 
  Cornea, lens, aqueous & the vitreous are called the refractive media of the 
eye. 
The total refractive power of the eye is about 60 diopters 
 
3.2 Factors responsible for the stability of the eyeball in the orbit 

- Optic nerve 
- Fascial covering & ligaments 
- Attachment of the muscles 
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- Orbital fat 
 

3.3 Coverings of the Eyeball 
  The eyeball is enveloped in two important coverings; the fascial covering 
which covers entire eyeball & the conjunctiva which covers the exposed part of 
the anterior surface of the sclera & the under surface of the eyelids. 
 
Fascial Covering (Fascia— Latin; band) 

It is thin membrane, which covers the eyeball and separates it from the 
orbital fat. It is also referred to as the fascia bulbi or the tenon’s capsule. The 
space underneath it is called the episcleral space. It is filled with delicate bands of 
connective tissue fibres & blood vessels. 
  It is attached firmly to the sclera a little behind the limbus and posteriorly 
it fuses with coverings of the optic nerve. At places it acquires considerable 
thickness & strength and there it serves to provide support to the eyeball like 
inferiorly in the form of a thickning sling called the suspensory ligament. 
 

3.4 Conjunctiva 
  It is the mucous membrane which lines outer surface of exposed anterior 
part of the eyeball and is reflected onto the back of the lids. It forms a potential 
space called the conjunctival space or the conjunctival sac which is open at the 
palpebral fissure. For the purpose of description it is divided into: 
 

Palpebral conjunctiva; covers the under surface of the eyelids. It is firmly 
adherent to the undersurface of the tarsal plate. 
 

Bulbar conjunctiva; covers the outer anterior surface of the eyeball. It is loosely 
adherent to the underlying sclera and the tenon’s capsule. 
 

Conjunctival (singular;fronix;-plural; fornices) this is the part at which the 
conjunctiva is reflected from the surface of the eyeball to the under surface of the 
eyelids.  
  It receives the openings of the ducts of the lacrimal gland. 
 

Histologically:  it consists of the following important structures:. 
- Epithelium 

- Glands--- Accessory lacrimal glands & the mucin secreting goblet 

cells 

- Lymphoid tissue--- in case of some infections the lymphoid tissue 

of the conjunctiva gets enlarged and referred to as follicle. 

- Blood vessels---- there are a lot of blood vessels in the conjunctiva. 

These vessels get dilated even on minor irritation and are most 

commonly responsible for the red appearance of the eyes. 
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Function of the Conjunctiva 
- It is very vascular tissue and provides some nourishment to the 

cornea when the eyes are closed. At the limbus it provides 

nourishment to the peripheral part of the cornea. 

- It provides immunity to the ocular surface by means of it’s 

lymphoid tissue. 

- It provides secretions which keep the ocular surface smooth, 

lubricated & healthy. 
 

3.5 Blood supply of the eyeball  
Arterial Supply 

- The eyeball & the other orbital tissues receive their arterial supply 
mostly from the branches of the Ophthalmic artery. 

- Ophthalmic artery is a branch of the internal carotid artery. It 
enters the orbit through an opening at the back of the orbit called 
the optic foramen, along with optic nerve. Important branches of 
the ophthalmic artery include the: 

-  
   central retinal artery  
   Ciliary arteries which  
 

 
 And other branches which supply the eyelids, lacrimal apparatus & the 
extraocular muscles. 

Veinous Drainage 
  Important veins of the orbit and the eyeball are as follows: 
Vorticose veins( whorl like) 
  These are four in number and emerge from the back of the eyeball one 
from each quadrant. 
 

Superior ophthalmic vein 
  It is  a big vein, which receives blood from the eyeball through the 
superior vorticose veins and the other orbital structures. It drains into the 
cavernous sinus in the cranial cavity. 

 

Inferior ophthalmic vein 

  It is another important vein, which receives blood from the inferior 
ophthalmic veins, & other orbital veins and drains either directly into the 
cavernous sinus or indirectly through the superior ophthalmic vein. 
 

Central retinal vein 
  It drains the retinal blood into the cavernous sinus. On its way to the 
cavernous sinus it passes through the optic nerve along with the central retinal 
artery. 

supply the eyeball 
 

} 
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  The veins of the orbit communicate freely with each other, veins of the 
upper part of the face & the cavernous sinus of the cranial cavity. Therefore the 
infection from the eye or its related structures & the face can spread to the brain. 
 

3.6  Lymphatic drainage of the orbit 
  The orbit itself does not have any lyrnphatics or lymph nodes. 
The eyelids and the conjunctiva have lymphatic drainage & their lymph drains 
into the preauricular lymph nodes lying in front of the ear & the lymph nodes 
lying below the angle of the lower jaw called the submandibular lymph nodes. 
The lymph nodes get enlarged in case of infection of the eyelids or the 
conjunctiva & become tender.  
 
3.7  Nerves of the  Eye & the Orbit 
  There are many nerves supplying the ocular & orbital structures. The 
important ones are follows; 
 
Sensory nerves of the eye & its related structures 
 1. Optic nerve ---responsible for vision 
 2. Ophthalmic division of the Trigeminal nerve (5

th
 crania nerve) ---- 

  responsible for the sensation of touch, pain & temperature. It 
mainly   supplies the cornea, eyelids & the conjunctiva & the uvea. 

Motor nerves 
 3

rd
, 4

th
  & the 6

th
 cranial nerves supply the extraocular muscles & are 

responsible for the movements of the eyeball. 
 

Parasympathetic nerves 
  They are contained with in the 3

rd
 cranial nerve called the oculomotor 

nerve. They supply the; 
- Constrictor pupillae 
- Muscles of the ciliary body. 

 

Sympathetic 
 They supply the dilator pupillae & muscles of the blood vessels of’ the 
orbit. 
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RECOMMENDED READING LIST 

 

Prescribed Reading 
 1) John Sandford-Smith. “eyeball” in Basic Anatomy and Physiology 

of the eye. Eye Diseases in Hot Climates, 3
rd

  edition, 1997, 
p 17, 20-21. 

 
Suggested Reading 

1) Lee Ann Remington. “Orbital Blood Supply” in Clinical Anatomy 
of the Visual System; Clinical   Anatomy of the Visual system: 
Butterworth - Heinemann, 1998; p Lee Ann Remington.1998, 
p177- 190. 

2) Richard S Snell, Michael A Lemp. Clinical Anatomy of the eye: 
Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1989; p. 251-298. 

3) Frank W Newell. Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, seventh 
edition, 1992, part I; p49- 51. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

Questions for Review 

 Q1. Give an account of salient gross feature of the eyeball and 

enumerate the factors responsible for stability of the eyeball. 

  Q2. What do you understand by the term coverings of the eyeball, 

describe the structure and function  of conjunctiva? 

  Q3. Describe the blood supply of the eyeball? 

  Q4. Give an account of lymphatic drainage of the orbit and its clinical 

 importance? 

  Q5. Name the nerves of the eye and the orbit? 

 

Self Evaluation Questions 

Q1. Regarding the eyeball. 

i It derives its blood supply from branches of the internal carotid 

artery. 

ii. Ophthalmic artery is the sole arterial supply of the eyeball. 

iii. Venous blood from the eyeball drains into the sagittal sinus 

through the superior and inferior ophthalmic veins 

iv. Lymphatics of the eyeball drain into the preauricular and 

submandibular lymph nodes 

v. Sensory nerve supply of the eyeball comes from the 5th cranial 

nerve. 
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Q2. Label this diagram 

 

 
 

1. Eyelids 

2. Conjunctiva     9.  Extraocular muscle  

3. Lens      10.  Optic nerve 

4. Cornea      11.  Retina 

5. Vitreous     12.   Choroid 

6. Anterior chamber 

7.  Iris with pupil 

8.  Sclera 
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FIBROUS AND VASCULAR 

LAYERS OF THE EYEBALL. 

UNIT-4 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
  Dear students after learning gross features of eyeball, in the following 
units we would now study the internal structure of the eyeball in detail. The 
eyeball is a layered structure. It basically consists of three coats or layers. The 
outer most layer is reffered to as the fibrous layer, the middle one as the vascular 
layer and the innermost layer as the sensory layer of the eyeball. In this particular 
unit we would be focusing on structure and functioning of the outermost and the 
middle layers i.e. the fibrous and the vascular layers of the eyeball. Our learning 
objective for this unit are as follows; 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 

After studying this unit you should be able describe ad understand.  

      1.  Basic structure and function of the cornea and factors responsible for its  

 transparency. 
2. Structure and functions of the sclera. 
3. Structure of the limbus and the important structures related to it.  
4. Basic structure and functions of the uvea. 

 

IND1CATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

 

4.1 Basic Structure of the Cornea 

 
 - Cornea is the transparent anterior part of the eyeball. It forms one sixth of 

the circumference of the globe. It is fitted into the eyeball like the clear 
glass of a wristwatch. 

 - Because of its clarity and refractivity we are able to see the inner structure 
of the eyeball.  

-  A healthy cornea is always transparent, shiny and spotless. It has got 5 
layers namely the Epithelium, Bowman membrane, Stroma, Deseement 
membrane and Endothelium. 

 
4.2  Physiology factors responsible for the transparency of cornea; functions of 

cornea related to it. 
 
4.3  Structure and functions of the sclera. 
 
4.4  Limbus and the important related structure. 
 
4.5  Anatomy of the uveal tract 

 4.5.1 Structural division 
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4.5.2  Structure of the iris 
4.5.3  Structure of the ciliary body 
4.5.4 The pupil anatomical considerations . 

 
4.6 Functions of the uvea 

a) Synthesis of aquous humor and its circulation. 
b)  Accommodation 
c) Blood supply to the outer half of retina. 
d) Regulation of temperature of the eyeball. 

 
Functions of pupil 

a) By altering its size, pupil either allows more light entry in darkness 
or prevents entry of excess right in sunshine. 

b) It prevents spherical and chromatic aberrations. 
c) By marked constriction, pupil produces pinhole effect and one may 

see clearly in the presence of refractive errors. 
d) It helps in accommodation. 
e)  It allows the aqueous to flow through it. 

 

RECOMMENDED READING LIST 

 

Prescribed Reading 

1) John Sandford-Smith. Basic Anatomy and Physiology of eye. Eye 

Diseases in Hot Climates, third edition, l997,p 12-15. 

2)  Introduction to Anatomy, Physiology And Pharmacology Of The 

Eye. Reference text by Allama Iqbal Open University, Pakistan. 

Unit 4 & 5, p 103-130. 
 
Suggested Reading 

1)  Lee Ann Remington. “The Cornea and Sclera” in Clinical 

Anatomy of the Visual system. Butterworth —  Heinemann, 1998, 

p 9-31. 
2) Lee Ann Remington. “The Uvea” in Clinical Anatomy of the 

Visual System,1998. p 31-48. 
3)  Richard S. Snell, Michael A Lemp.Clinical Anatomy Of The Eye. 

l989.p 124-157.  
4)  Frank W Newell Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, 7th 

edition,1992, part 1;p3-23. 
5)  Andrew Elliot and Gall Thomas. “Cornea and Sclera” in Care of 

the Ophthalmic patient, a guide for nurses and health professionals, 
2

nd
 edition, 1996, p253-254, 277-283. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

Questions for Review 

 1. Name the five layers of the cornea and explain with the help of a diagram 
 2. Enumerate the factors responsible for the transparency of cornea. 

 3. Name the structures that make up the uveal tract, give salient anatomical 
features of each. 

 4. Describe how pupil dilates and constricts and name the muscles 

responsible for it. 
 5. Enumerate the functions of the sclera and the uveal tract. 
 

Self Evaluation Questions 

Q l: Match the layers of the cornea with their respective principle function. 
 
1. Epithelium________________________ 

 
2.    Bowman’s membrane_______________ 

 

3. Stroma___________________________ 
 

4. Descemet’s membrane______________ 
 
5. Endothelium______________________ 

 
a. Protective first line of defense against infection and injury. 
b. Imparts firmness and rigidity. 

c. Provides anchorage for the overlying epithelium. 
d. Maintains fluid balance and keeps the cornea in a dehydrated form. 
e. Contributes firmness and elasticity to the cornea. 
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QNO 2: Label the following diagram. 
 

 
Q 3. I  Indicate whether the statement is true / false 

 1. The main function of the sclera is to prevent scattering of light 

with   in the eye. 

2. If only the epithelium of the cornea is lost, a white scar will still 

form in the course of healing of the wound. 

3. Limbus is the anatomical landmark for the aqueous drainage 

apparatus  

4. Choroid helps maintain the temperature of the eyeball  

5.  The vertical diameter of cornea is less than the horizontal diameter. 

 

II The main refractive surface of the eye is  

1. Anterior surface of the lens 

2. Posterior surface of the lens 

3. Anterior surface of the cornea 

4. Posterior surface of the cornea. 

5. Anterior face of vitreous.  
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INTRODUCTION 
  Dear students we hope that you are getting familiar with the structure and 
functioning of the eye. 
  This unit is going to introduce you to an exciting and interesting aspect of 
ocular anatomy and physiology. Human lens is a wondrous creation of Allah, this 
unit is going to give you an opportunity to learn about the structure and function 
of this exquisite creation of nature. We would also be studying about the 
chambers of the eye, which would prepare us for the next unit on the fluid system 
of the eye. 

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 This unit is aimed at providing you adequate knowledge of the subject so 

that after completing this unit you should be able to: 

1. Describe the normal structure of the lens with emphasis on its unique 

properties. 
2. Describe important physiological properties of the lens including 

tensparency, metabolism (sugar metabolism) and continuous growth 
through out life. 

3. Chambers of the eye. 
 
INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

 

5.1  Structure of the lens 
- The lens is a transparent, biconvex structure situated behind the iris 

and the pupil and in front of the  vitreous body. 
- The center points on the anterior and posterior surfaces are referred 

to as anterior and Posterior poles respectively. A line joining the 
poles forms the axis of lens. The circumference of the lens is called 
the equator. 

- In the adults the lens measures approximately 10mm in diameter 
and 4mm in thickness.  

- The lens is kept in position by suspensory ligament. 
- The lens is elastic and can change its thickness. 
- The dioptric power of the entire eye is about 58 diopters, with 

cornea being responsible most of this refractive ability. The lens 
contributes only about 15 diopters to the total power. 

- The importance of the lens is that it can change its dioptric power, 
allowing distant and near objects to be focused on the retina. The 
range of dioptric power is reduced with age. The lens grows 
through out life. It also increases in thickness. 

 
Structure 
  The lens is made of three parts. 
An elastic capsule: The capsule of the lens is an elastic basement membrane that 
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ops the entire lens. That part of the lens capsule which covers the anterior surface 
of the lens is called anterior capsule and the one which covers the posterior part is 
called posterior capsule. Anterior capsule is thicker than posterior capsule. It is 
produced by the lens epithelium anteriorly and by the lens fibers posteriorly, 
though out life. 
 
 ZonuIes fibers that hold the lens in its position are attached to the lens 
capsule at its equator. The other end of these fibers is attached to the ciliary body. 
Lens epithelium: It is a single layer of cuboidal cells that cover the anterior 
surface of the lens. There is no epitheliurm on the posterior surface. 

- It lies beneath the capsule. These cells are capable of division. 
- The central cells play a metabolic role i.e they are involved in 

transport of metabolic substances needed by the lens from the 
aqueous and the utilization of such substances. 

- The epithelial cells at the equator divide and transform in to 
elongated cells called lens fibers. 

- The lens fibers form main mass of the lens. 
- They originated from the lens epithelium. They are arranged like 

the layer of an onion. 
- Lens fibers are continously produced throughout life. The oldest 

fibers get collected in the center of the lens as a single mass called 
the nucleus. The outer layer consist of newer fibers and constitute 
the cortex. 

- Each lens fiber is an elongated cell with a length of 10 mm. If cut 
across the cell has got the shape of a hexagonal (six sided) prism. 
The central fibers in the nucleus do not have a nucleus while new 
fibers in the cortex retain their nuclei. Lens fibers have many gaps 
in their membranes; because of gap these different substances can 
easily move from one fiber to another. 

Suspension  
  The lens is held in position by a series of delicate radially arranged fibers 
collectively known as the suspensory ligament of the lens, or zonule. The zonular 
fibers arise from the epithelium of the ciliary process and run towards the equator 
of the lens. 
 
5.2 Basic physiology of lens  

- The human lens is 2/3
rd

 water and 1/3
rd

 solid.  
- Lens protein called crystallins make up most of the solids of the 

lens. 
- Lens needs glucose as a fuel. It can work in low oxygen state but 

not in conditions of decreased glucose. It gets its glucose from the 
aqueous through diffusion. The glucose takes up from the aqueous 
is used for different functions of the lens. 

- In diabetes the excessive glucose that gets into the lens gets 
converted into another form of sugar called sorbital. This sugar 
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once formed in the lens can not get out of the lens and makes the 
lens swell up with water drawn from the aqueous. This makes the 
lens opaque (cataract). 

- Besides lens protein and glucose lens has got the following 
substances; Na+, K+’Ca++’ Ascorbic acid (vitamin c) some lipids 
and a substance called Glutathione. 

 
Functions 

- Main function of the lens is to keep itself transparent so that light 
can pass through it. 

- Lens is not like a glass window which can only transmit light but it 
can make that light focus on the retina (the layer of eye that 
actually sees light). This ability to focus light is power of the lens 
and it is about 15 diopters. Main role in focusing light on the retina 
played by the cornea because the focusing ability of the cornea is 
much more than lens. Total power of the eye is 58 diopters. 

- The human lens is capable of increasing and decreasing its power 
for near and far vision. This ability to increase the focusing power 
of eye is called accommodation. 

- Ci1iary body is the main part involved in accommodation, but it 
acts on the lens to make it happen. 

 
Near work---------contraction of ciliary body muscles------ Relaxation/loosening 

of zonules------increase thickness of lens-------increase refractive power of eye. 

 

Main factors that keep the lens transparent are; 

 1. Regular arrangement of lens fibers. 

 2. No blood vessels in the lens. 

 3. No nerves no lymphatic. 

 

a. Accommodation 

 It is a process by the virtue of which human eye is capable of changing its 

refractive power. It is a reflex which occurs in response to an approaching near 

object, doing near work. Two other process are associated with it i:e Constriction 

of the pupil and Convergence of the eye 
  All three components together constitute what is term as “synkinetic near- 
response”. 
 

b. Chambers of the eye 
The iris as already studied in the section on uvea is like a diaphragm or 

partition, which divides the eye into small chambers. The importance of these 
chambers lies in the fact that they form part of the fluid system of the eye. The 
space lying in front of the iris and behind the cornea is called anterior chamber of 
the eye while the small space behind the iris and in front of the vitreous body is 
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called “posterior chamber”. It is occupied by the lens. The two chambers 
communicate with each other through the pupil. Aqueous humour, which is 
produced by the ciliary body flows through these chamber. In cataract surgery 
after removal of the opacefied natural lens, an artificial lens called intraocular lens 
(IOL) is placed in its place either in the posterior or the anterior chamber. 
 

RECOMMENDED READING LIST 

 

Prescribed Reading 
 1. John Sandford-Smith. Basic Anatomy and Physiology of eye. Eye 

 Diseases in Hot Climates, 3
rd

  edition, 1997,p 16. 
 2. Crytalline Lens. Introduction to Anatomy, Physiology And   

  Pharmacology Of The Eye. Reference Text by Allama Iqbal Open  
  University, Pakistan. National Book Foundation; Unit 6.p  

   13 1-138. 
 
Suggested Reading 
 a. Eileen C. Mc Gill. “The Crystalline Lens” in Clinical Anatomy of 

the Visual System,1998, p 79-90. 
 b  Lee Ann Remington. “The Aqueous and the Vitreous chambers” in 

 Clinical Anatomy of the Visual System,1998.p 91-102. 
 c. Richard S. Snell, Michael A Lemp. Clinical Anatomy Of The Eye; 

 Blackwell Scientific Publication; 1989.p 176-185. 
 d. Frank W Newell.. Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, 7th 

edition, Mosby yearbook 1992, part I; p 30-33, 79. 
 e. Steve Vernon and Linda Whittaker. The Lens. Care of the 

Ophthalmic Patient, a guide for nurses and health professionals, 
second edition, 1996, p 315. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

Questions for Review 
 1. Enumerate the refractive elements of the eye, describe the structure 

of human lens. 
 2. Describe the process and purpose of accommodation. 
 3. Describe at least three important physiological properties of lens. 
 

Questions for Self- Evaluation 

Q.1: Label the following diagram 

 

Lens 

Iris 

Cornea Ci1iary 

processes      

Lens cortex 

Lens nucleus 

Zonular fibers 

lridocorneal 
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2. Mark as true/false. 

I. The lens 

- Is a biconcave structure 

- Constrict about 15 diopters to the refractive power of the  

 eye. 

- Has a vital role in accommodation. 

 Grows throughout life. 

 Become harder with ageing. 

 

 
II. Regarding chambers of the eye. 

- Anterior and posterior chambers communicate through the 

pupil. 

- Vitreous occupies the posterior chamber of the eye. 

- Aqueous fills the anterior chamber of the eye. 

- Lens is the dividing structure between anterior and 

posterior chamber of the eye. 

- The chamber of the eye can be used for placing IOL in to 

the eye. 
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AQUEOUS DYNAMICS 

UNIT-6 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Dear students in the previous section we have learnt about the chambers of 
the eye. If you recall, we had also learnt that these chambers are important 
because of the fluid that flows through them. In this unit we shall be studying the 
dynamics of this fluid system of the eye comprising of synthesis, flow and 
function of aqueous humor. 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
  After studying this unit, you shall be able to describe. 

 1. Basic mechanism of aqueous production or synthesis. 
 2. The composition of aqueous and the importance of its main 

 constituents. 
 3. The flow kinetics of aqueous and the two main pathways of its 

 outflow. 
 4. Functions of aqueous. 
 5. The physiological basis of intraocular pressure. (LOP), its 

 determinants and normal values. 
 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

 

6.1  Aqueous synthesis 
 Aqueous is a clear watery secretion produced by ciliary epithelium. It fills 
the anterior and posterior chambers. 
 It has got a specific composition and it flows continuly. The mechanism of 
production involves the following processes 
 1. Active transport 

 2. Ultrafiltration 
 3. Diffusion 
 

6.2 Composition of aqueous 
  As it flows along its path substance from the aqueous get absorbed into the 
tissues that it bathes, like the cornea, anterior vitreous, iris and lens. 
 Some substances are added to the flowing aqueous by these tissues  
therefore the composition of aqueous changes from one site to another on the 
average it has got the following composition. 
 The components can be divided in to 

 1) Inorganic substances 

 2) Organic substances 

 

1) Inorganic substances  

a) Sodium: it is the main electrolyte in the aqueous. It is actively transported. 

Its concentration is slightly more than that in plasma. 
b) Potassium, its concentration is almost the same as in plasma. 
c) Chloride, its concentration is higher than that in the plasma. 
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d) Hydrogen ion,  almost the same. 
e) Bicarbonate slightly less. 

f) Oxygen less than blood. 

 

2) Organic substances 

a) Glucose, its amount in aqueous is 80% of its concentration in plasma.  

b) Lactic acid, higher than plasma  

c) Proteins, less than 1% of plasma. Proteins are big higher molecular weight 

substance. This process can make the aqeous turbid before their 

concentration is kept at a minimum level. 
d)  Amino acids, Slightly higher concentration than plasma. They are mainly  
  contributed by the lens and the vitreous. 
 
6.3 Aqueous outflow 
  Aqeous flows through two routes 
 1) Trabecular route (main route). 
  2)  Uveoscleral route (minor route). 

The main anatomical landmarks along the aqueous outflow tract are 

- Trabecular meshwork 

- Canal of schlemm 

- Both located in the iridocorneal angle. 
 
Flow along this route is pressure sensitive therefore 

 Increase episcleral venous pressure decrease the flow 
 Increase IOP also decreases the flow by making the canal of 

schlemm and trabecular meshwork collapse 
 

Uveoscleral route  
  It accounts for 10% of aqueous flow. Along this route aqueous flow from 
posterior and interior chamber and then at the iris root it trickles down through the 
ciliary body to the space between the choroids and sclera. From here aqueous gets 
absorbed into veins of choriods sclera and ciliary body. 
  Some aqueous also drains through the iris. 
This route is relatively pressure independent and is not much affected by pressure 
change in IOP and episcleral veinous plexus. 
 
6.4 Some normal values 

- Rate of aqueous synthesis 2-3ul/min 
- Rate of aqueous outflow 2ul/min 
- Episclearal veinous pressure 20 mm Hg 
- Intraocular pressure 11-21 mmHg 
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6.5 Functions of aqueous 
1. It imparts an intraocular pressure to the eyeball to maintain its 

shape. 
2. It supplies nourishment to the tissues it bathes i:e lens, anterior 

vitreous, corneal endothelium and stroma. 
3. It takes away the metabolic products of these tissues and helps in 

their disposal. 
4. Provides an optically clear medium of light to Pass through. In this 

regard it is part of refractive media of the eye. Others are cornea, 
lens vitreous. 

5. Because of its immunological components (e.g. immunoglobulins) 
it helps in fighting against infections. 

6. Junction between the cells of ciliary epithelium and the cells of iris 

blood vessels do not allow harmful substances to enter the aqueous 

and together make up the blood aqueous barrier. 

 

RECOMMENDED READING LIST 

 

Prescribed Reading 

  - John Sandford -Smith, Eye Diseases in Hot Climates, 3rd edition:  

   Butterworth-Hinemann, 1997; p. 16 

 - “The Fluid system of the eye” Anatomy, Physiology and  

  Pharmacology of the Eye. 

 - Reference text by Allama Iqbal Open University: National Book  

  Foundation; p. 248-253  

 

Suggested Reading 

  - Lee Ann Remington. Clinical anatomy of the visual system:  

   Butterworth - Heinemann, 1998; p. 91-102 

  - Frank W Newell - Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, 7th  

   edition: Mosby Year Book, 1992;  p. 77-79 

 - John Perry, Andrew B Tullo (ed). “Anatomy and embryology” 

Care of the Ophthalmic Patient A guide for nurses and health 

professionals, 2
nd

  edition: Chapmann & Hall, 1996; p. 295-299. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

Questions for Review 

1 Name the main mechanisms responsible for the synthesis of 
aqueous. 

 2 Describe the outflow of aqueous. 
 3 Discuss intraocular pressure as a function of the balance between 

the synthesis and flow of aqueous. 

 

Questions for Self- Evaluation 

 

Q1  Label the following diagram 

 

 
 

 

2 Mark as True/False 
1 Functions of aqueous are almost the same as the blood. 

2 Drainage of aqueous is the main determinant of IOP. 
3 Diffusion is the main process involved in the synthesis of aqueous. 
4 IOP varies with the time of the day. 

5 Normal IOP ranges between 11-21 mmHg. 
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RETINA & THE VITREOUS 

UNIT-7 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Retina is the inner most neurosensory layer of the eyeball. The process of 

vision can be divided into four basic processes. 
 1 Focusing of the image by the refractive components of the eye 

onto the light  sensitive retina. 
 2 Capturing of the image by the retina ………..a photochemical 

reactions which  involves bleaching of a light sensitive pigment 
containing Retinal (vitamin  and derivative) 

 3 Transmission of the imprint created at the retina through the fibers 
of the optic  nerve to the brain. 

 4 Interpretation of the image by the brain. 
 
 This entire process is not as simple as outlined above. The structure of the 
retina which is just one component involved in the process of vision, is so 
complex that we are still ignorant, about many things what to talk about the entire 
process. In this unit we would limit ourselves to the practical concepts involved in 
the retinal imaging of object. 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this unit you should be able to describe and understand. 
 1 The layered structure of retina as seen through a microscope. 

 2  The role of photo receptors, retinal pigment epithelium and 
ganglion cells in   the process of vision. 

 3. Have an understanding of the process of bleaching of the visual 
purple. 

 4 Have an understanding of “adaptation of the eye” and should be 
able to  describe the main three features of dark adapted (scotopic) and 
light adapted  (photopic) vision. 

 5 Describe the basic structure and functions of vitreous. 
 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

7.1 The layered structure of retina 
  Histologically the retina consists often layers. Each layer has its 

functional significance. 
7.2 Important element in retinal image capturing. The main retinal elements 

involved in capturing of object image are 
- Retinal photoreceptors 
- Retinal pigment epithelium 
- Bipolar and ganglion cells 

 
7.3 Introduction to photochemistry of vision 

 Photochemistory of vision is a complicated subject. We are not 
concerned with the intricacies of this complex structure, but we would 
instead try to understand the basic logic of the process. As already 
mentioned capturing the focused image by the retina is a photochemical 
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reaction. The photoreeeptors of the retina contain light sensitive pigment 
called Rhodesian (in rods) and lodposin (in cones) Upon exposure to light 
the light sensitive pigment sets bleached. The chemical energy of the 
photochemical reaction is converted into electrical impulse by the same 
photoreceptors. 
 This electrical impulse which now carries the image information is 
transmitted to the rest of the layers of the retina and finally to the large 
ganglion cells which conduct it to the brain through their conducting fibers 
called fibers of the “optic nerve”. 

7.4 Adaptation of the eye 
 The eye is a miraculous organ; by virtue of its magical properties 
we are able to see in bright daylight and in the darkness as well. 
Adjustment of the eye to the extreme dimension of light and darkness is 
called adaptation of the eye. It is basically a function which has its roots in 
the two kinds of photoreccption of the retina, the Rods and Cones. Rods 
are sensitive in the dark, while cones are responsible for working in the 
bright light. The rod adapted or dark adopted vision can appreciate form 
and gross features as well as movement of the object while the cone 
adopted or light adopted vision can appreciate colour and fine details of 
the object. Dark adaptation takes 20-30 minutes while light adaptation is 
quicker and takes 5-10 minutes. 

 
7.5 Structure of retina as seen by an ophthalmoscope 
 

RCOMMENDED READING LIST 

 

Prescribed Reading 
  - John Sandford-Smith. “The inner layer, the retina” in Eye Diseases  
   in Hot Climates, 3

rd
 edition, l997,p 14-16. 

- The Retina and vitreous. Introduction to Anatomy, Physiology And 
Pharmacology Of the Eye. Reference text by Allama Iqbal Open 
University, Pakistan. Unit 7, p 139-170. “Receptors and Neural 
Functions Of Retina” in Introduction to Anatomy, Physiology and 
pharmacology Of The Eye. Reference text by Allama Iqbal Open 
University, Pakistan. Unit 7, p 255-284. 

 
Suggested Reading 
  - Lee Ann Remington. “The retina” in Clinical Anatomy of the  

   Visual System. 1998, p 49-78. 

  - Lee Ann Remington. “The Aqueous and Vitreous Chambers” in 

   Clinical Anatomy of the visual System.1998, p 97-100. 

  - Richard S. Snell, Michael A Lemp. Clinical anatomy of the eye.  

   1989. p 158-174, 186-87. 
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  - Grant Raymond and Karen Partington. “Vitreous and retina: in  

   Care of the Ophthalmic patient”, a guide for nurses and health  

   professionals, second edition, 1996, p 333-336. 

- Frank W Newell. Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, seventh  

   edition, 1992, p 23-32, 82-93. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

Questions for Review 

1. Name the layers of the retina 

2. Give an outline of the process of vision 

3. Describe the role of Vitamina A in the process of vision 

4. How does adaptation by the eye help us in our daily life activities? 

5. Describe the important structure and functional feature of vitreous. 

 

Questions for Self-Evaluation 

Q1. Label the following diagram 

 

 
 

Q2. Marks as true / false 

i.  Retina is an opaque light sensitive layer of the eye 

ii. Rods and cones both contain pigment containing Vitamin A. 

iii. Macular is responsible for the sharpest vision 

iv. Optic disc is responsible for the sharpest vision 

v. Image focused on the retina is upside down and side-to-side 

reversed. 
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NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY & 

THE PUPIL 

 

UNIT-8 
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INTRODUCTION 

  Neuro-ophthalmic anatomy and physiology of the eye is an intriguing and 
interesting subject. It includes the neuroanatomy and physiology of optic nerve, 
pupil, posterior visual pathways and the cranial nerves related to the eye like the 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th 7

th
  cranial nerve. 

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

This chapter is aimed at providing you an insight into the basics of the neuro 
opthalmology. After studying this unit you should be able to describe and 
understand. 
 1. The structure and functions and course of the optic nerve. 
 2. Basic outline of the visual pathways. 
 3. The normal pathway for Pupillary reflexes. 
 4. The site of central nucleus of the 3rd, 4th, and 6th cranial nerves 

and their functions. 
 5. Important characteristics of 5th & 7th cranial nerves. 
 

INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

8.1  The optic nerve. 

8.2  The visual pathway 

8.3  The neural pathways for pupillary reflex. 

8.4  3
rd

 4th & 6
th

  cranial nerve 

8.5  5
th

 & 7
th

 cranial nerve 

 

PRESCRIBED READING LIST 

 

Prescribed Reading  
John sandford-Smith. Eye Diseases in Hot Climates, third edition, l997, 

p 16-17, 39-42. 

 

Suggested Reading 

Anatomy, Physiology And Pharmacology of The Eye. Reference text by Allama 

Iqbal Open University, Pakistan. p 171 -226. 

Frank W Newell. The pupil. Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, seventh 

edition, 1992,p165-168. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 

 Questions for Review 

1. Describe the visual pathway starting form the optic nerve at the 

optic disc to the visual cortex. 

2. Is the visual pathway and the pathway for the Pupillary reflexes 

same? if not then how two pathways differ from each other? 

3. Give an account of the eye related functions of the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 

5th, and 7th cranial nerves.   

 

Questions for Self- Evaluation 

 Label the following diagram 

 

 
 

 

 

Match the most appropriate function / characteristic with the 

corresponding cranial nerve. 
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1. Optic nerve (2
nd

 nerve) 

2. Oculomotor (3
rd

 nerve) 

3. Trochlear (4
th

 nerve) 

4. Trigeminal (5
th

 nerve) 

5. Abducent (6
th

 nerve) 

6. Facia (7
th

 nerve) 

 

a) Blinking 

b) Longest and most slender cranial nerve 

c) Corneal reflex 

d) Abduction of the eye 

e) Sense of vision 

f) Ptosis 
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ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 

OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES 

 

UNIT-9 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The eye is a highly mobile sensory organ. The muscles related to the eye 

are broadly divided into two groups: The involuntary or the intrinsic muscles of 

the eye and the voluntary or the extrinsic muscles of the eye. The intrinsic 

muscles of the eye comprise the sphincter and dilator muscles of the pupil and the 

muscles of the ciliary body. The coluntary muscles of the eye include all those 

muscles, which govern the gross movements of the eye. There are 6 extraocular or 

extrinsic muscles of the eye; four Recti and two Oblique muscles. In this unit we 

would be studying about the important structural and functional characteristics of 

the extraocular muscles, cardinal positions of gaze and the basic types of ocular 

movements. 

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this unit you should be able to: 
1. Enumerate the extraocular muscles and describe their origin, 

insertion and innervation. 
2. Describe the action and the clinical methods of assessment of the 

action of each muscle. 
3. Describe the cardinal positions of gaze and the significance of 

these positions. 
4  Define the basic terms used in the description of ocular motility 

given in the indicative content. 
 
INDICATIVE CONTENT AND SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS 

1. Anatomy of the extraocular muscles: Name, origin, insertion, 
innervation, blood supply and action of each. 

2. Physiology of extraocular muscles: Various types of extraocular 
movements (versions, vergence and ductions); cardinal positions of 
gaze. 

 
RECOMMENDED READING LIST 

 
Prescribed Reading 
John Sandford-Smith. Basic Anatomy and Physiology of eye, Eye Diseases in Hot 
climates, 3

rd
edition,1997,p19-20. 

Anatomy,Physiology and Pharmacology of the Eye. Reference text by Allama 
Iqbal open University: National Book Foundation; p. 88-91 
 
Suggested Reading  
Frank W Newell. Extrinsic muscles. In Ophthalmology Principles and concepts, 
7

th
 

edition  Mosby Year Book, 6 wk; 1992; p. 3 8-40  
Richard S Snell, Michael A Lemp. “Movements of the eyeball and the 
Extraocular 
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Muscles” Clinical Anatomy of the eye: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1989; p. 
209-250 
Lee Ann Remington. “Extraocular Muscles”, Clinical Anatomy of the Visual 
system: 
Butterworth-Heinemann, 1998; p. 157-175. 
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SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 
 
Qestions for Review 

1. Name the extraocular muscles. Give the primary action of each 

along with its innervation. 
2. Describe the cardinal positions of gaze and name the muscles 

tested in each position. 

3. Define the following terms: 
 Versions 

 Conjugate and disconjugate movements 

 Ductions 

 
Self Evaluation Questions 
 Choose the ocular movements that best describe the positions of the eye 
marked by the arrows. 

1- Abduction 

2- Adduction 

3- Supraduction 

4- Infraduction 

5- Incycloduction 

6- Excycloduction 
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